Who will form the Government in India

India’s November parliamentary elections began on April 7, calling on the nation’s 814 million registered voters to elect representatives for the lower house of parliament - the Lok Sabha.

The vote is widely seen as a two-front contest, with the latest opinion polls predicting a slim lead for the opposition NDA coalition led by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and its prime ministerial candidate Narendra Modi. Several polls also suggest that the ruling Congress Party-led UPA alliance may fall short of the 272 seats required to form government. The vote could, in turn, force the BJP to seek support from other parties over 40 seats in UP.

This victory of BJP in UP might charm Mayawati who is keeping her options open and would go to any party that comes to power. Though, she has always talked about Dalits and their votes but has repaid in Brahmins and Muslims as decisive battlegrounds.

The states account for 44 out of 543 parliamentary constituencies up to 20 seats BJP might have a slim role in the formation of the next government. This would, in turn, force the BJP to seek support from other parties over 40 seats in UP.

Vidya Basu mentioned on Radio Southeast Asia that the X-Factors will be the results of the elections, these states are considered to be crucial electoral battlegrounds.

The states account for 44 out of 456 parliamentary constituencies up to 20 seats BJP might have a slim role in the formation of the next government. This would, in turn, force the BJP to seek support from other parties over 40 seats in UP.

The X-FACTORS

The BJP might play a decisive role not only in UP but in other states as well. The support could be crucial for the country’s future government.

Moreover, it is widely believed that the top post in New Delhi harbors aspirations of taking up the reins in the capital, New Delhi. Yadav further said that the results would be a major decider of a BJP’s fate. With 10 to 20 seats BJP might have a slim chance to form government but BJP would be in a key position to attract other parties over 40

nafeen to join any party till date, acquires 25 to 27 seats. Although Jayalalitha had partnered with the BJP in the past, the female politician has yet to endorse Modi’s candidacy. For NDA, it also seems that the three-time Chief Minister harbors aspirations of taking up the top post in New Delhi herself.

In this regard, she has been endorsed by one of the other leading ladies of Indian politics - Mamata Banerjee, the Chief Minister of the state of West Bengal. Banerjee, whose support could also be crucial for the country’s future government, declared that she would be willing to back the Tamil Nadu leader for the post of premier, but not BJP’s Modi. Mamata Banerjee is once again expected to play a crucial role in the formation of next government.

Who will form the Government in India

The X-FACTORS
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ONTARIO SIKHS CELEBRATE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT EVENTS IN SIKH HISTORY

The Ontario Sikhs and Gurdwaras Council (an umbrella body of Gurdwaras & other Sikh organizations) held its annual Vaisakhi Celebrations, a press release sent to Midweek said. On April 27th, 2014, the Ontario Sikhs and Gurdwara Council (an umbrella body of Gurdwaras and other Sikh organizations) held its annual Vaisakhi Celebrations. Vaisakhi marks one of the most important days of the Sikh calendar. As it was on this day, that the Sikh community was formalized into the order of the Khalsa by the 10th Guru, Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji in 1699, and was given the five external articles of faith known as the Panj Kakkar or otherwise known as, the Five K's. The Five K's are not just symbols but articles of faith, which collectively form the external identity and the Khalsa devotee's commitment to the Sikh Rehni (Way of Life). There are approximately 800,000 Sikhs in Canada, with about half of those residing in Ontario, and about 30 million worldwide, making Sikhism the fifth largest religion in the world. Sikhs have been in Canada for more than 100 years. Sikh soldiers have demonstrated excellence in numerous wars, including the first and second world wars with allied forces. In Canada, Sikhs have done remarkably well in every walk of life. They have established themselves as successful business owners, a great number are professionals, and are also represented in all levels of government, including the Parliament of Canada.

THOUSANDS EXPECTED TO JOIN FOR VAISAKHI NAGAR KIRTAN ON MAY 4

Contd. from Page 1

Parminder said: “On May 4 we are expecting the mayors of Brampton and Mississauga, Police chief and the chief of the function that will address the community and congratulate them on Vaisakhi celebrations. The morning will dawn with prayers at 8am to 12pm followed by the parade at 12:30pm. The jatha or the procession will commence from Malton Gurdwara Sahib and pass through Morning Star, Humberwood and Finch and finally reach Sikh Spiritual Centre Rexdale Gurdwara.” Parminder added: “However, the Vaisakhi Nagar Kirtan celebrations will kick off from Friday, May 2 with Dhali Darbar planned at 6pm in Rexdale & Malton Gurdwaras. On May 3 at 6pm in the afternoon, Sikh Darbar will be held. At 6pm to 9pm Kirtan Darbar is being organized at the Gurdwara Centre Rexdale Gurdwara that will be attended by Giani Amrik Singh Chandigarhwale and Giani Gulzar Singh.” Parminder urged people from all faiths to attend these events that are alcohol-free but offer a range of food and other beverages and provide an excellent opportunity to liaise with community and revive Sikh belief in peace and humanity.
Levon enjoys immersing composers into formulas for sounds and the golden elevation of this. We asked when we worked with acclaimed Canadian Brenner Abram Ejzen. He exclaimed: “My camera is open – with openness in all genres – classical, rock, world and jazz, coupled with extensive experience in playing an array of string instruments, and access to orchestras, I can offer a unique perspective to any soundscapes. Recently, at an United Zaire concert I created I created a short video tribute to all the musicians, including Gabor Tatlai, while greeting my friend Peruvian Smithsonian in the release of this remarkably composed work. I would love to compose music for a Hollywood film, however the Buffalo road awaits me.

He shared the stage with Cesca Desol-Bogarder, Oliver James, Taylor Carey for a 2009 Synta’s Tour of China. He has also toured extensively throughout North America and Europe, performing at festivals and concerts of the likes of Peter Gabriel’s WOMAD, AMERICON, Chit Ah-Die-Macau Days (Beijing), All Star Stal-

He presented himself as a progressive player, and also touch on soundscapes for films, commercials and television, including environmentalist David Suzuki’s Nature of Things, the CBC documentaries Daughter of Afghanistan and Robbing the Cradle of Civilization, and television, including environmentalist David Suzuki’s Nature of Things, the CBC documentaries Daughter of Afghanistan and Robbing the Cradle of Civilization, and television, including environmentalist David Suzuki’s Nature of Things, the CBC documentaries Daughter of Afghanistan and Robbing the Cradle of Civilization.
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Banerjee's party, Trinamool Congress (TMC), had been part of the ruling Congress-led UPA coalition until September 2012. The politician withdrew her support to the alliance after failing to compel the Manmohan Singh-led government to rollback certain decisions on price hikes and foreign investment. Since the break-up, Banerjee has vehemently refused to support the Congress party and its presumed PM nominee Rahul Gandhi, arguing that the national outfit had “lost all its credentials, all its credibility.” However, the 59-year-old politician could once again play a key role after the polls as her party is expected to increase its tally from the present figure of 19 to some 25 to 30 MP’s. Yudhvir made an interesting point that AAP at the national level can be a major player if it wins 25-35 seats as it will be interesting to see whose seats does AAP capture. AAP is making major gains in Delhi, Punjab, UP and Urban India. How much vote share will BJP or Congress lose to AAP at the National Level. If AAP wins 5 to 10 seats then the effects on next Government will be next to nil as it has already announced that AAP will not give or take support to any other party. If BJP led NDA alliance wins 200-220 seats the X-Factors will Play a major role and may even demand a regional leader to be the PM. Congress leader Salman Khurshid has made it very clear that after elections if need be Congress might consider extending support to the Third Front to form the government. “Not only this taking support from the Third Front could also be considered,” Khurshid added. To hit the nail on the head BJP led NDA alliance need 240 plus seats.

ONTARIO – A Stats Canada reports shows the oil boom of the 2000s, increases in real minimum wages and strong growth in the relative number of those earning bachelor's degrees contributed to a narrowing of wage differences between young high school graduates and bachelor's degree holders over the last decade. The findings, contained in a new study, focused on graduates between the 2000-to-2002 and the 2010-to-2012 period. Over that time, average real hourly wages of male high school graduates aged 20 to 34 employed full-time increased by 9%, while women in the same demographic had 11% increase.

In contrast, the average real hourly wages of young female bachelor's degree holders was unchanged, while those of young female bachelor's degree holders increased by 9%. As a result, wage differentials between young high school graduates and bachelor's degree holders narrowed.

For every dollar earned by young male bachelor's degree holders from 2010-2012, young male high school graduates received 75 cents, up from 68 cents in 2000-2002. Female high school graduates, in turn, saw their share rise from 53 cents in 2000-2002 to 60 cents in 2010-2012. Increases in economic activity fuelled by the oil boom of the 2000s which created demand for low-skilled workers to a greater extent than it did for more-educated ones contributed to roughly one-fifth of the narrowing wage differentials among young men and young women. Gains in real minimum wages accounted for about one-fifth of the narrowing of the wage differential among young workers, but had no discernible impact on the wage differential among young men. This was because young female high school graduates were more likely than their male counterparts to have hourly wages at or near the minimum wage rate.

During the period, the number of young female bachelor's degree holders increased by 45%, while the number of young women with a high school diploma rose by 5%. The corresponding numbers for young men were 30% more degree holders and a 16% increase in the high school graduate numbers.

Who will form the Government in India - The X-FACTORS

Since it’s inception in 2009, the “desifIED” stage has hosted over 250 internationally renowned recording artists, including the UK’s Apache Indian, Tin & Stereo Nation and Alien, Damian’s Andrea Lucette, The 89 & Saul and home grown Canadian talent who have found success overseas in India such as D’ials, Jowza, Parflech and B. Iqbal. This year’s lineup includes a heavy focus on new artists to showcase the growing Canadian talent pool.

"desiFIED is thrilled to be returning for our 8th year of showcasing the amazing South Asian talents and culture here in Canada. We offer our platform currently exists to provide these talented young artists with a stage to share their music with such a large audience at a free event like desiFIED! It’s with the support of our visionary partners TD and Procter & Gamble that we are able to continue our work and contribute to the community, and we look forward to another great event this year.

- South India – Ottawa, ON & Fredericton, NB"

"We are thrilled to hear that you have made the decision to support desiFIED this year. This is an exciting moment for us. We are grateful for your continued support and I look forward to seeing you there.

- pancakes & gamble"

"It isourduty to support desiFIED, now it’s eight-year. For us it’s about community building and making a difference by inviting the diverse communities where we live, work and play. That’s why 100+1 almost $500 million to community initiatives in North America last year. To our more than $7,000,000 from around the world, it’s part of what makes us a better brand. - Andre Lucas, Manager, Community Relations, TD Bank Group"

"The lack of English language support in the South Asian community has always been a concern. As someone who has lived in the South Asian community, I understand the need for desiFIED. Help make your community feel welcome and valued.

- Procter & Gamble"

"We’re proud to support desiFIED for the first time ever. As president, we look forward to creating memorable moments with everyone through our brands like Crest, Pantene, Bombay, and Durex. Our activations will include sampling opportunities, beauty and grooming bar services, product demos and more. - shear Love, Communications, P&G Canada"

"It’s time to get desiFIED! Our 8th year will be our biggest ever. We’re thrilled to bring together the best of desi music, song and dance from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and the entire diaspora. The energy is electric! It’s not too late to get involved. Join us today!

- Shreyas Desai, Founder & CEO, desiFIED"

"Not much difference in wages of young high school graduates and bachelor's degree holders
Simran Sidhu of Surrey, BC, Takes Top Spot on OMNI Television's Bollywood Star

Simran Sidhu gets the spotlight as Canada's first winner of Bollywood Star.

The competition concluded in Goa with the final four vying for the title in front of acclaimed Bollywood director Nishikant Kamat (Force). After four intense and impressive performances, Kamat awarded Sidhu with the trophy.

Canada's first winner of Bollywood Star is commissioned by OMNI Television's original content team in partnership with Shiamak Arts Foundation, created to showcase talent from Canada.

Bollywood Star is produced by SPINNING PLATES ENTERTAINMENT. Aviva Frenkel and Shaim Makan serve as executive producers. From Rogers Media, Paritosh Mehta is the Director of OMNI Television.

OMNI Television is committed to positive portrayal and broadcasting of Canada's diversity through the airing of inclusive and accessible programs. For more information visit www.OMNItv.ca.

Toronto: Following a nationwide search that scoured the country for Canada's premier performers, 20-year-old Simran Sidhu of Surrey, BC, was crowned the winner of Bollywood Star earlier this evening on OMNI Television. Sidhu's stunning performances during the competition's Indian leg dazzled industry experts and led her to the ultimate prize: a Bollywood film role. The search saw hundreds of Bollywood hopefuls attend open-call auditions in Vancouver and Toronto, where the top 16 were selected to compete in a surreal round in Toronto. The competition was narrowed down to six finalists, who were flown to Mumbai to battle it out in Bollywood boot camp.

"The journey to becoming Canada's first Bollywood Star has afforded me with opportunities I never believed were possible," said Sidhu, winner, OMNI Television's Bollywood Star. "Through this experience, I have absorbed valuable knowledge and advice from my peers, the judges, and experts in India, and can't wait to explore my talent in a Bollywood film."

Sidhu has long dreamed of becoming a Bollywood entertainer. Born in Abu Dhabi, she and her family moved outside of Mumbai to Pune, India, when she was three years old. Ten years ago she relocated to Surrey, BC, and began following her dream of becoming a Bollywood performer. As a member of Shiamak Davar's Vancouver dance team, Sidhu has performed at the 2011 IIFA (International Indian Film Academy) Awards in Toronto, and the 2013 TOIFA (Times of India Film Awards) in Vancouver. She has also danced for Priyanka Chopra (Bajir), Shah Rukh Khan (My Name is Khan), Ranveer Kapoor (Bajir), and Shiamak Davar's International Tour. In her spare time, she teaches dance to mentally and physically disabled individuals through Shiamak's Victory Arts Foundation.

In tonight's season finale, the four remaining competitors travelled from Mumbai to Goa, where they gave a final audition before being flown to Mumbai to rehearse for Bollywood Star. Sidhu is now being commissioned by OMNI Television's original content team in partnership with Shiamak Arts Foundation, created to showcase talent from Canada.

The joint venture of accomplished television producers Aviva Frenkel and Shaim Makan, SPINNING PLATES ENTERTAINMENT is poised to create factual, reality and lifestyle programming from a fresh perspective that will intrigue and entertain. The duo brings a wealth of experience and skills in both show and business in a way that seamlessly ties together a unique creative vision with the media demands of production realities.

Simran Sidhu claims the top prize on OMNI Television's Bollywood Star.
IIFA toasts the best of Indian music and fashion at Myntra.com presents

**IIFA Rocks!**

- Anupam Kher premieres I WANT SHOPPING FOR ROBERT DE NIRO
- ANIL KAPOOR INAUGURATES The IIFA Expo
- Narayana Murthy among other CEOs and Business leaders open the Global Business Forum
- Mayor Bob Buckhorn and the stars dance to Da Ba Tampa at the IIFA Official Opening Press Conference
- Celebrities walk the Myntra.com presents IIFA Rocks! Green Carpet

Day two continues to bring the Bollywood glitz and glam to Tampa Bay!

24th April, 2014, Tampa Bay: The much awaited 15th IIFA Celebrations have kicked started in Tampa Bay, Florida and day 2 of the Videocon DDB IIFA Weekend saw Myntra.com presents IIFA Rocks. Dedicated to the best of fashion and music, the event was held at the Tampa Convention Centre. The evening witnessed leading Indian fashion extraordinaire as they dressed to the tunes of Bollywood’s best. The designers walked the ramp for a cause as the audience cheered and applauded. The event is also supported by the Besty of Class—Madhu Chopra, Anupam Kher, and Boman Irani.

Day two continued the event with all the glamour and excitement that day one had. The event was punctuated with fashion and music as the attendees were treated to an array of entertainment from the Bollywood and fashion industry.

But the big event of the evening was the IIFA Rocks Show which took place at the Tampa Convention Centre. The show featured some of the biggest names from the Indian film industry. The event was a grand affair with a host of Bollywood stars gracing the occasion. The show began with a performance by the famous Indian singer Arijit Singh who wowed the audience with his soulful voice.

The evening also saw the presentation of various awards, which were received by actors, directors, and producers from the Indian film industry. The attendees were thrilled to see their favorite stars receive their awards on stage.

The IIFA Rocks Show was also supported by Myntra.com, a leading e-commerce brand. The brand showcased its latest fashion collection and also sponsored the event. The show was very well received by the audience, who were enthralled by the performance of the artists and the display of fashion by Myntra.com.

The event was a huge success and set the stage for the upcoming days of the IIFA Celebrations in Tampa Bay. The audience was left eagerly anticipating the events of the upcoming days of the celebrations. The event was a testament to the wonderful culture and talent of the Indian film industry, and the IIFA Celebrations in Tampa Bay proved to be a resounding success.

---

On 24th April, Aamiru-az-Dost, an Indo-Pak initiative of Indian based Mission Bhrashtant and Pakistan-based The Catalyst – TV, organized its seventh Aman Chaupal in Delhi. Aman Chaupal are informal and interactive held in schools and colleges in which students ask questions about Pakistan (in case of Aman Chaupal in Pakistan, they talk about India). Indo-Pak issues and discuss the importance of Indo-Pak peace. High Aman Chaupal, they see the side of Pakistan that our media never shows.

The earlier Aman Chaupals have been done in some schools and universities in Delhi. The details of Aman Chaupal have included journalists, activists, theatre personalities from Pakistan. Aman Chaupal has been conducted with Peace activist Sandy. The Japanese personality Aamir Nawaz, author Ram Nazir, Journalist Kiran Nazish and theatre personality Aamir Nawaz, in this interaction.

In Aman Chaupal, there was no guest host. Aamiru-az-Dost team members addressed the students, related the session on Indo-Pak issues, talked to them co-ordinated with the efforts of Masooda Kobayashi, a Japanese student studying in Delhi. The session consisting of students from eighth and tenth standard was initiated by asking the students to share what they know about Pakistan. The first word was IPC, and the India always wins in IPC. Some other responses were that Pakistan is an atomic power and to other religious exists there. Pakistan is more like us in culture as well as in religion. Some students from Pakistan were also present.

Some other students from the western part were that they learnt that Pakistan that the media does not talk about, with the hope that they will become inspired to explore and question in the process, will realize the truth that wars and hatred has never and will never go any-thing. Friendship is the way forward…

Concluding with a conversation:

Hoping for the best.

In this seventh Aman Chaupal, they talk about India), Indo-Pak issues and discuss the importance of Indo-Pak peace. High Aman Chaupal, they see the side of Pakistan that our media never shows.

The earlier Aman Chaupals have been done in some schools and universities in Delhi. The details of Aman Chaupal have included journalists, activists, theatre personalities from Pakistan. Aman Chaupal has been conducted with Peace activist Sandy.

In this interaction.

In Aman Chaupal, there was no guest host. Aamiru-az-Dost team members addressed the students, related the session on Indo-Pak issues, talked to them co-ordinated with the efforts of Masooda Kobayashi, a Japanese student studying in Delhi. The session consisting of students from eighth and tenth standard was initiated by asking the students to share what they know about Pakistan. The first word was IPC, and the India always wins in IPC. Some other responses were that Pakistan is an atomic power and to other religious exists there. Pakistan is more like us in culture as well as in religion. Some students from Pakistan were also present.

Some other students from the western part were that they learnt that Pakistan that the media does not talk about, with the hope that they will become inspired to explore and question in the process, will realize the truth that wars and hatred has never and will never go anything. Friendship is the way forward…

Concluding with a conversation:

Hoping for the best.
Minister Rickford stresses the Importance of Pipeline Safety and Market Diversification

P M ATTENDS THE GALA "TRIOMPHE" TO CELEBRATE ATHLETES FROM QUEBEC CITY AND CHAUDIÈRE-APPALACHES | IP10

"Canada has 173 billion tons of proven crude oil reserves, the third-largest reserve in the world. As a member of the International Energy Agency, we will remain the dominant fuel globally for decades to come, even under the stringent greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction forecast."

"In 2011, the Canadian Energy Research Institute concluded that over the next 25 years, the total value of the goods, services, and jobs generated by the oil sands could reach $2 trillion, or $85 billion a year."

"Canada has already announced meaningful action to enhance pipeline safety over a further increased efforts that help preventively address incidents, imposing a mandatory minimum financial capability of $1 billion for major pipeline operators and more."

Under Responsible Resource Development, pipeline safety has been further enhanced by investing $13.5 million to the National Energy Board to increase the number of annual on- and gas pipeline inspections by 50 percent to identify issues before incidents occur.

"Budget 2013 provided an additional over $60 million as a measure of enhanced education, skills development and community infrastructure."

"Canada must develop new markets for its energy resources to create jobs, growth and long-term prosperity for decades to come. As a result, Canada is working with its partners to diversify its pipeline and marine safety regimes and increasing engagement with Aboriginal Peoples to ensure the safety of the environment and the security of Canadians as we develop our unprecedented resource wealth."

Greg Rickford

Minister of Natural Resources and Minister for the Federal Economic Development Initiative for Northern Ontario Sources - Natural Resources Canada

PM PARTICIPATES IN A Q & A SESSION HOSTED BY THE GREATER KITCHENER WATERLOO AND THE CAMBRIDGE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

PRIME MINISTER STEPHEN HARPER, JOINED BY IAN MCLEAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE GREATER KITCHENER WATERLOO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, PARTICIPATES IN A QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION WITH THE GREATER KITCHENER WATERLOO AND THE CAMBRIDGE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE.

PM ATTENDS THE GALLA "TRIOMPHE" TO CELEBRATE THE SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS OF QUEBEC CITY AND CHAUDIERE-APPALACHES | IP10

Five Prime Minister Stephen Harper participated in a question and answer (Q&A) session with the Greater Kitchener Waterloo and the Cambridge Chambers of Commerce. The discussion was moderated by Ian McLean, President and CEO, Greater Kitchener Waterloo Chamber of Commerce, while Greg Droucher, President and CEO, Cambridge Chamber of Commerce, served as Emcee. During the Q&A session, the Prime Minister discussed the Canadian economy and measures that our Government is taking to help Canadian businesses succeed at home and abroad. Some of these measures include support for businesses in Economic Action Plan 2014, tax reductions, the elimination of unnecessary regulatory burdens, and the Canada Job Grant. The Prime Minister also highlighted our Government’s unprecedented efforts to increase access to international markets, skills development and community infrastructure.

Quick Facts

"Supporting the Government’s priority, the Federal Economic Development Agency for Southern Ontario (FedDev Ontario) launched a series of funding initiatives in December 2013. More than $318 million is available through the Southern Ontario Prosperity Initiative aimed at retaining, attracting and growing businesses in southern Ontario to increase the region’s global competitiveness."

"The Government of Canada’s Economic Action Plan 2013 provides $200 million over five years for the Advanced Manufacturing Fund in Ontario, aimed at the development of transformative products and technologies to help Ontario manufacturers create jobs and compete with the rest of the world."

"Ontario’s exports of information and communications technology (ICT) goods to the EU were worth an average of $1.2 billion annually between 2010 and 2013. These exports face tariffs rising as high as 14 per cent on some goods. Upon entry into force, the Canada-EU Trade Agreement will immediately eliminate all EU tariffs on ICT goods, making these goods more competitive and creating the conditions needed for increased sales. Increased sales of these world-class products can lead to more jobs, higher wages and greater long-term prosperity, directly benefitting hard-working Ontarians."

"Ontario’s advanced manufacturing sector exported an annual average of $2.1 billion worth of goods to the EU over 2008 and 2012, with machinery manufacturing at the top of this list. Upon entry into force, the Canada-EU Trade Agreement will immediately eliminate the vast majority of EU tariffs on advanced manufacturing products, making these world-class products more competitive and creating the conditions needed for increased sales. This will directly benefit hard-working Ontarians through more jobs, higher wages and greater long-term prosperity."

"The CETA is a landmark achievement: it is Canada’s first free trade agreement in the Asia-Pacific region, with one of the fastest growing and most dynamic regions in the world. It will provide Canadian businesses and workers with unprecedented access to Korea, which has an annual GDP of $1.3 trillion and a population of 50 million people. The Agreement is projected to increase exports by $52 per cent and boost to the Canadian economy by $17 billion annually."

"Once the CETA and Canada-EU Trade Agreement are in force, Canada will have free trade access to nearly a quarter of the countries in the world, representing more than half of the world’s gross domestic product."

"I was pleased to have the opportunity to meet today with hundreds of people from the Kitchener-Waterloo region to discuss the important measures that our Government is taking to help them succeed and to get their feedback on how to further grow the Canadian economy."

"The unprecedented actions by our Government to increase access to international markets are paying huge dividends for Canadian businesses. Ontario enterprises stand to benefit enormously when the Korea-Canada Free Trade Agreement and the Canada-EU Trade Agreement come into force." - Prime Minister Stephen Harper

"Under Responsible Resource Development, pipeline safety has been further enhanced by investing $13.5 million to the National Energy Board to increase the number of annual on- and gas pipeline inspections by 50 percent to identify issues before incidents occur.

"Budget 2013 provided an additional over $60 million as a measure of enhanced education, skills development and community infrastructure."

"Canada must develop new markets for its energy resources to create jobs, growth and long-term prosperity for decades to come. As a result, Canada is working with its partners to diversify its pipeline and marine safety regimes and increasing engagement with Aboriginal Peoples to ensure the safety of the environment and the security of Canadians as we develop our unprecedented resource wealth."

"Rickford, the Honourable Greg, Minister of Natural Resources and Minister for the Federal Economic Development Initiative for Northern Ontario Sources - Natural Resources Canada
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Chris Alexander, Canada’s Citizenship and Immigration Minister and Co-ordinator to the Prime Minister, highlighted the record number of Chinese students and permanent residents welcomed to Canada in 2013. They announded that last year, Canada issued more than 370,000 visitor visas to Chinese citizens, welcomed more than 50,000 Chinese students and admitted more than 34,000 Chinese citizens as permanent residents of Canada. This further emphasizes the deep connection that Canada and China share. This comes on the heels of a successful trip that Alexander made to China where he emphasized the many opportunities and pathways to Canada that exist for Chinese skilled workers, travelers, business people and students. While in Shanghai, Alexander met with the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and spoke at academic institutions such as the prestigious Fudan University. These events underscore China’s position as one of the top source countries for students coming to Canada.

"Our government is proud to reaffirm that Canada continues to be a welcoming place for Chinese visitors as well as students, and our doors remain open to those looking to make Canada their home in 2013. China was once again a top source country for permanent residency in Canada, which is an important indicator of this growing people-to-people ties linking our two countries." 

Chris Alexander, Canada’s Citizenship and Immigration Minister "It was a privilege to welcome Minister Alexander to my riding of Richmond Hill to highlight China as a nation from which Canada benefits from so many students, visitors and business people. Indeed, last year, China was once again one of the top source countries of immigrants to Canada. Our government looks forward to continuing this great partnership with China and see our other top source countries in the years to come." 
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AKHILESH DEFENDS VADRA, CALLS MODI ‘MODEL OF DIVIDING INDIA’

In an unusual defence, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav on Monday accused the BJP of blowing the issue of Vadra’s land deals out of proportion in an attempt to distract the people’s attention from other things.

Addressing a gathering in Lucknow, Mr. Yadav attacked Congress party vice-president Rahul Gandhi and was quoted as having said, “He [Mr. Gandhi] goes to Lucknow and leads a ‘Modi bolo’ campaign and the Tatas.”

He claimed he had facilitated the AAP’s entry into Muslim areas in Delhi. But, he rued, Mr. Kejriwal did not condemn the "surgical strike" on Naxalites.

Mr. Qazmi claimed that AAP convener Arvind Kejriwal was not president of the Imam Council of India, said the party was targeting RIL at the behest of “the other brother [Anil Ambani].”

Mr. Qazmi also alleged that AAP leader and businessman Abhishek Gupta was opposing the party’s “proximity” with corporate houses, National Council member Maqsood ul Hasan Qazmi quit the party on Monday.

He also submitted that the government has already taken a stand that there is a right to privacy.

In October last year, Mr. Ratan Tata had told the apex court that the tapped telephonic conversations between Ms. Radia and top industrialists, bureaucrats and Businessmen, including himself, were leaked to the media because of corporate rivalry.

MIDWEEK NEWS WEEKLY

Maharashtra police register FIR against Ramdev

The Nagpur police have filed a case against Yoga guru Ramdev for his remark that has allegedly hurt the Dalit sentiments.

Addressing a gathering in Lucknow, Mr. Ramdev attacked Congress party vice-president Rahul Gandhi and was quoted as having said, “He [Mr. Gandhi] goes to Dallas houses for honeycomb and picnic. Had he married a Dalit girl, then his face would have shone.”

He claimed he had facilitated the AAP’s entry into Muslim areas in Delhi. But, he rued, Mr. Kejriwal did not condemn the “surgical strike” on Naxalites.

At a press conference here, Mr. Qazmi, who is also the president of the Imam Council of India, said the party was targeting RIL at the behest of “the other brother [Anil Ambani].”

Mr. Qazmi also alleged that AAP leader and businessman Abhishek Gupta was opposing the party’s “proximity” with corporate houses, National Council member Maqsood ul Hasan Qazmi quit the party on Monday.

He also submitted that the government has already taken a stand that there is a right to privacy.

In October last year, Mr. Ratan Tata had told the apex court that the tapped telephonic conversations between Ms. Radia and top industrialists, bureaucrats and Businessmen, including himself, were leaked to the media because of corporate rivalry.

AAP leader quits party

Alluding to a move between the Aam Aadmi Party and certain corporate houses, National Council member Muqressed ul Hassan Qazmi quit the party on Monday.

His resignation comes on the heels of another National Council president Ahmad Usmani’s resignation. The AAP has already faced corporate rivalry.
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BEATRIC 2% MILK REG $1.79
SHER DESI STYLE ATTA REG $1.59
DEEP MULTI GRAIN ATTA REG $1.29
DEEP ATTA REG $1.99
RED LABEL TEA (216 BAGS) REG $4.99
THANDOONI NAAN REG $2.99
VINAYAK SOYA MILK REG $2.99
MORNI RICE (10LB) REG $7.99
SEASTED BUTTER (UNSALTED) REG $3.99
DEEP MANGO POLE (850GM) REG $6.99
BIKANERI PUNEER REG $4.99
SUBATI SNACKS REG $2.77
ITN MANGO RICE (3.5LB) REG $2.79
REDPATH SUGAR (2KG) REG $2.49
LAXMI RESAS (4LB) REG $7.49
CHHAMA DAL (4LB) REG $5.99
KALA CHAMA (4LB) REG $11.99
TOOR DAAL (400G) (4LB) REG $5.99
RED MASSAR (4LB) REG $17.99
GREEN MOONG (1LB) REG $9.99
HAMA RICE (4LB) REG $6.99
ITN PURE FOWL DESI GHET (3.5LB) REG $37.99
GITS INSTANT MIX REG $1.99
PARAMPARA MASALE REG $6.99
BIRCH JN PARATHA REG $11.99
CHANDRA SAMOSA REG $2.99
DEEP TANDOORI NAAN REG $4.99
PUTURE G.B BISCUITS (3766G) REG $6.99
PACKANDA HOLE PICKLE REG $2.99
CRISPY DUT REG $3.99
BIKANERI VEGE COOKIES (2.5LB) REG $5.99
ASIAN SOYA CHUNKS (200G) REG $6.99
TOBYO VERMICELLE REG $0.99
UNICO VEGE OIL (2L) REG $8.99
APRA BASMALAI (12PCS) REG $3.99
APRA ALDO TIHI REG $8.99
APRA GULAB JAMUN REG $6.99
DEEP CTY TEA (14 OZ) REG $3.99
PURE SOFT FACIAL TISSUE (25PC) REG $1.99
MAGGI MASALE NOODLES (75G) REG $1.99
KOMAL FRIED ONION (400G) REG $2.99
CHAR SE CARROT MURABBA REG $0.99
RESIDENT PARATHA (400G) REG $2.99
CLASSIC TOUCH BATHROOM TISSUE (40PC) REG $1.25
CROPSY ASS COOKIES (40G/P) REG $2.99
CROPSY TANDOORI NAAN (500G) REG $1.99
BRITANNIA TIGER BISCUIT (750GM) REG $2.99
DEEP GINGER/GARLIC PASTE (750ML) REG $3.99
HEINZ KETCHUP (520ML) REG $3.99
REGAL MANGO RICE (2LITRE) REG $3.29
NATIONAL PICKLE (400G) REG $2.99
DEEP KHAKHARA REG $1.99
MIRCHI MASALE SNACKS (500G) REG $7.99
Despite being the President of the People’s Party of Punjab, has decided to rally at Bathinda in favour of Manpreet Singh Badal. Mr. Badal, deploring the Adani group.

On the last day of campaigning in Punjab, Mr. Gandhi addressed a rally at Bathinda in favour of Manpreet Singh Badal. Mr. Badal, deploring the Adani group, upon being the President of the People’s Party of Punjab, has decided to contest on the Congress symbol against Harvansh Kaur, daughter-in-law of his estranged uncle and Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal.

Mr. Badal addressed the rally in Bathinda in favour of Manpreet Singh Badal and party chief Sonia Gandhi, were always respectful while referring to their opponents, he said.

OMAR BLAMES BJP FOR PANDITS’ EXODUS

Jinnah and Kashmir Chief Minister Omar Abdullah on Monday gave a clean slate to his party and Union Minister Farooq Abdullah with the counter-allegation that none other than the BJP was responsible for the mass migration of Kashmiri Pandits from the Valley in 1990. “I am not a believer in the conspiracy theories. But it is obvious that the Pandits’ exodus took place neither the National Conference nor Mr. Farooq Abdullah was ruling the State. The head of the government was Mr. Jagmohan, who was brought in as Governor by Mufti Mohammad Sayeed as Home Minister of National Conference nor Mr. Farooq Abdullah was ruling the State. The head of the government was Mr. Jagmohan, who was brought in as Governor by Mufti Mohammad Sayeed as Home Minister of National Conference nor Mr. Farooq Abdullah was ruling the State. The head of the government was Mr. Jagmohan, who was brought.

The forthcoming electoral battle in Lucknow and Rae Bareli, Bundelkhand will be held on April 30.

Campaigning for the fourth phase of the Uttar Pradesh Lok Sabha elections came to a close on Monday. Polling across 14 parliamentary constituencies in Central U.P. and Bundelkhand on April 29.

The forthcoming electoral battle in Lucknow and Rae Bareli, Bundelkhand will be held on April 30.

The forthcoming electoral battle in Lucknow and Rae Bareli, Bundelkhand will be held on April 30.

The forthcoming electoral battle in Lucknow and Rae Bareli, Bundelkhand will be held on April 30.
UKRAINE CRISIS G-7 LEADERS STATEMENT

We, the leaders of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the United States, the President of the European Commission, join in expressing our deep concern at the continued efforts by separatists backed by Russia to destabilize eastern Ukraine and our commitment to taking further steps to ensure a peaceful and stable environment for the May 25 presidential election. We welcomed the positive steps taken by Ukraine to meet its commitments under the Geneva accord on April 17 by Ukraine, Russia, the European Union, and the United States. These actions include working towards constitutional reform and decriminalization, proposing an amnesty law for those who will peacefully leave the buildings they have occupied in eastern Ukraine, and supporting the work of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). We also note that the Government of Ukraine has acted with restraint in dealing with the armed bands illegally occupying government buildings and forming illegal checkpoint. In contrast, Russia has taken no concrete actions in support of the Geneva accord. If not explicitly supported the accord, it has not condemned the acts of those separatists seeking to destabilize Ukraine, nor called on armed militias to leave peacefully. The government buildings they’ve occupied and put down their arms. Instead, it has continued to escalate tensions by increasingly concerning rhetoric, and ongoing threatening military maneuvers on Ukraine’s border. We reiterate our strong condemnation of Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol, which we do not recognize. We will now follow through on the full legal and practical consequences of this illegal annexation, including but not limited to the economic, trade, and financial areas. We have now agreed that we will move swiftly to impose additional sanctions on Russia. Given the urgency of securing the opportunity for a successful and peaceful democratic vote next month in Ukraine’s presidential elections, we have committed to act urgently to intensify targeted sanctions and measures to increase the costs of Russia’s actions. Russia’s actions in Ukraine and the response from the international community already have imposed significant costs on its economy. While we continue to propose to move to broader, coordinated sanctions, including sectoral sanctions should Russia’s actions persist. We urge Russia to join us in committing to that path.

Prime Minister Stephen Harper speaks with Arseniy Yatsenyuk, Prime Minister of Ukraine, about the ongoing situation and to reaffirm Canada’s support of Ukraine.
STILL IN SEARCH OF LOVE:
B-town babes who are over 30 and still single

BIPAISH BASU
She once dated model-turned-actors Dino Morea and John Kapoor, but someone is yet to put a ring on her finger.

AMRITA RAO
Dино, after parting ways with John in 2011 she cut off ties with Dino, after parting ways with

PRIYANKA CHOPRA
In over a decade, the 31-year-old has done it all - climbed the Miss World crown, delivered blockbusters like ‘Krrish 3’, ‘Barfi!’ and ‘Fashion’, crooned with international artists like Pitbull and Will.I.Am and fronted World crown, delivered

PITBULL AND WILL.I.AM
Pitbull and Will.I.Am and fronted blockbusters like ‘Krrish 3’, ‘Barfi!’ and ‘Fashion’, crooned

CELINA JAITLEY TO BE A PART OF UN’S ‘Bollywood Style’ LGBT CAMPAIGN

The United Nations (UN) is all set to release a ‘Bollywood style’ Human Rights campaign across the world on April 30. The campaign targets the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Transgender (LGBT) community even though it does not use the label LGBT specifically, but calls itself the Peace & Equal campaign. It is a campaigner the features a video focusing on a Peace and Equal message and is promoted by the UN’s idea of Equality Champions such as Ricky Martin, Daniela Mercury, Grammy-winning band Fun and actor Dame Judi Dench. It was launched in India by Bollywood actress Amrita Rao.

AMRITA RAO
She once dated model-turned-actor Dino Morea and John Abraham. While she still continues to be friends with him.

CELINA JAITLEY TO BE A PART OF UN’S ‘BOLLYWOOD STYLE’ LGBT CAMPAIGN

The campaigner the features a video focusing on a Peace and Equal message and is promoted by the UN’s idea of Equality Champions such as Ricky Martin, Daniela Mercury, Grammy-winning band Fun and actor Dame Judi Dench. It was launched in India by Bollywood actress Amrita Rao.

CELINA JAITLEY TO BE A PART OF UN’S ‘BOLLYWOOD STYLE’ LGBT CAMPAIGN

The campaign targets the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Transgender (LGBT) community even though it does not use the label LGBT specifically, but calls itself the Peace & Equal campaign. It is a campaigner the features a video focusing on a Peace and Equal message and is promoted by the UN’s idea of Equality Champions such as Ricky Martin, Daniela Mercury, Grammy-winning band Fun and actor Dame Judi Dench. It was launched in India by Bollywood actress Amrita Rao.

CELEBRITY SINGERS
The movie ‘Uthey Sab Ke Kadam’, which has been remixed by Neeraj Sridhar of Bombay Vikings fame. The new version of the song also has English lyrics. Speaking to the media, Celina said, “As an Equality Champion, I have to work towards creating awareness about violence and discrimination against the LGBT community worldwide.”

SINGING SONG
The petite actress is fondly remembered for her role in Sooraj Barjatya’s 2006 hit film ‘Vivah’, remembered for her role in Sooraj

SALMAN HIT-AND-RUN WITNESSES TRACED, TO DEPOSE IN COURT

The Bandra police have traced five people who were injured in the 2002 hit-and-run accident involving actor Salman Khan and will produce at least three of them as witnesses today in front of a court that is trying the actor for culpable homicide.

WITNESSES TRACED,
SALMAN HIT-AND-RUN
THE BANDRA POLICE HAVE TRACED FIVE PEOPLE WHO WERE INJURED IN THE 2002 HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENT INVOLVING ACTOR SALMAN KHAN AND WILL PRODUCE AT LEAST THREE OF THEM AS WITNESSES TODAY IN FRONT OF A COURT THAT IS TRYING THE ACTOR FOR CULPABLE HOMICIDE.
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Indo-Canada Chamber of Commerce is holding Open Houses in April and May 2014

- Know more about ICCC and how it can help you
- Learn about opportunities from growing Canada-India business links
- Q&A session with ICCC Board of Directors
- Expand your network and make new friends
- Enter a Lucky Draw to win one of three attractive prizes
- Complimentary snacks and cash bar
- Become a member of the ICCC

Open House - I
Time: 6:00pm – 8:30pm
Date: Tuesday April 22, 2014
Venue: 54th Floor TD Bank Towers
66 Wellington Street, Toronto M5K 1H6

Additional attraction:
Ascend Canada and ICCC bring you a panel discussion on Diversity in Corporate Canada
"Diversity is not a nicety, it’s a necessity."

There is no better time to talk about Diversity in Corporate Canada than now. Diversity is not a nicety, it is a necessity. Free yourself from the limitations of your own mindset to move up the Corporate ladder! Come join us for a panel discussion to learn from senior executives in various industries on essential tips and advice that have led them to success. This event is sponsored by Ascend Canada, a national not-for-profit Pan-Asian Membership organization with the mission to enhance the presence, visibility and influence of Pan-Asian leaders.

Kelvin Tran
Chief Financial Officer, TD Securities

Sanjay Nakra
Managing Director, Head, Diversified Industries Group, TD Securities

Sohana Inderlall
Partner Ernst & Young

Open House - II
Time: 5:30pm – 8:30pm
Date: Wednesday May 14, 2014
Venue: Scotia Plaza 54th Floor
40 King Street West, Toronto ON M5H 3Y2

Additional attraction:
Raymond James-Janjua Dehul Wealth Management Group and ICCC bring you a panel discussion on Investing in India

Please join Christine Tan, Emerging Markets Portfolio Manager, Excel Funds, for an informative evening on why India is embarking on a new era of growth and prosperity.

Christine Tan
Emerging Markets Portfolio Manager, Excel Funds
Christine has joined the asset management industry in 2005, and has since been focused on using a disciplined bottom up Growth at a Reasonable Price (GARP) approach to achieve strong risk adjusted returns for her investors.

Kevin Janjua
Portfolio Manager & Financial Advisor, Raymond James
Kevin has experience working at a number of financial services firms in the investment industry. He has provided discretionary and non-discretionary investment advice to high net worth individuals, families and corporations.

Michael Dehul
Financial Advisor, Raymond James
Michael has experience in Capital Markets, Investments and Consulting working at well-known financial services firms. He has advised top-tier global companies on mergers and acquisitions, IPOs, buy side/sell side financial due diligence.

Few seats are remaining for the first Open House and the second one is filling up fast!
Panel discussions moderated by: Ruby Dhillon, Director, Membership, ICCC

To register now, go to www.iccc.org
Although it’s been ages since the era of bandits, dacoits or the Brigands (who they love to call themselves) has consumed in India, and especially the much dreaded Chambal region of north-central India, Madhya Pradesh. But the cheer of stories associated with them has never lost its home among those who love to harken the tales related with the regions and its uncrowned protagonists of yesteryear. So in this case with one Industries, who are no exceptions to the fact, and have ‘Revolver Rani’ again tried to come up with a cine curiosity, either inspired from the life of one of the dreaded names of the region or at least with its roots embedded in the region. And from the recent generation of Indian movie making, “Baaghi” (based on the life of late Phoolan Devi) and Tigmanshu Dhulia’s “Bandit Queen” (based on the life of late Mirzapur’s Kamalaha Devi) are some of the conspicuous examples of the same. But hopefully we have witnessed our Bollywooders fulfilling with hopics, but this time its disaster and an utter failure. Sai Kabir who with “Revolver Rani” has somehow tried to revive the era of “Fearless Nadia” and “Blasterdavvi”. And to play this cinematic role he roped in none other than very versatile, Kangna who in the recent past hasn’t left any one unspecified by her Plain Jane act in recently released “Queen”. Anyway, unfailing the precursor, plot of “Revolver Rani”ครอบคลุมเนื้อเรื่องของผู้หญิงที่เป็นคนดี “Bollywood” ที่มีชื่อเสียงในยุคเก่า, แต่ครั้งนี้ในการต่อสู้กับผู้ชายที่มีความรู้สึกเป็นเลิศ แต่ลืมร้อนร่วมความรู้สึกในทางตรง Reformer had lost its lustre among those who love to hear the tales related with the regions and its uncrowned protagonists of yesteryear. So in this case with one Industries, who are no exceptions to the fact, and have ‘Revolver Rani’ again tried to come up with a cine curiosity, either inspired from the life of one of the dreaded names of the region or at least with its roots embedded in the region. And from the recent generation of Indian movie making, “Baaghi” (based on the life of late Phoolan Devi) and Tigmanshu Dhulia’s “Bandit Queen” (based on the life of late Mirzapur’s Kamalaha Devi) are some of the conspicuous examples of the same. But hopefully we have witnessed our Bollywooders fulfilling with hopics, but this time its disaster and an utter failure. Sai Kabir who with “Revolver Rani” has somehow tried to revive the era of “Fearless Nadia” and “Blasterdavvi”. And to play this cinematic role he roped in none other than very versatile, Kangna who in the recent past hasn’t left any one unspecified by her Plain Jane act in recently released “Queen”. Anyway, unfailing the precursor, plot of “Revolver Rani” contains the story of a fine band female bandit-ician (Bandit cum Politician) also Singh Panwar, for whom even the slightest provocation is enough unclasp the mouth of her gun. And on the name of family or well-wishers she has a maternal uncle, Balli (Piyush Mishra). As the plot takes off it showcases the end of Alka’s period of influence, after she loses election to her fanatic foe, Uday Singh (ZEE&HHS). And from there begins a war of domination between the two anti-factions for whom exchange of bullets, and hooliganism are just犹如对待勇敢和力量。电影“Revolver Rani”并没有用全部力量去安抚观众,而是以一种轻松的方式,激发观众对电影的期待。电影的开头部分,通过回忆来讲述故事,让观众一开始就进入了一个充满紧张和危险的环境。电影的中间部分,通过角色之间的对话和动作,展示出他们的性格和动机。电影的结尾部分,通过与观众的互动,给电影一个完美的结局。电影“Revolver Rani”展示出一种新的电影风格,它结合了冒险和抒情元素,使观众在观看电影的同时,也能感受到电影的魅力。电影“Revolver Rani”是一部具有创新风格的电影,它打破了传统的电影模式,以一种全新的方式,吸引观众的注意力。电影“Revolver Rani”是一部值得一看的电影,它将会给观众带来全新的观影体验。
Sophisticated, yet Simple

Portfolio Series

Sophisticated — Portfolio Series is founded on the principles of strategic asset allocation and is precisely constructed to give you:

- Portfolio efficiency
- Superior diversification
- Outstanding money management.

Simple — You have the benefits of a diversified portfolio with the convenience of a single investment.

Portfolio Series earned Best Fund of Funds at the Morningstar Canadian Investment Awards in 2011 and 2012.

Contact me now:
Shabbir Safri CIM
Chartered Investment Manager
(416) 200-8762
shabbir@safrifinancial.com

Commission, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guarenteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. *Portfolio Series is a trademark of CI Investments Inc. © CI Investments and the CI Investments design are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc. This communication is paid for in part by CI Investments Inc.

Bring Money & Send Money

- Exchange CAD - USD & CED - CAD
- Send Money to India, UK & USA, Australia, Saudi Arabia and Dubai
- We will beat any rate in the Market
- Bring money from India, UK & UAE to CANADA & USA

095-201-8111 • 416-428-8885 • 416-242-4382
26 FORD ROAD, MARKHAM, ON L3R 3X3
www.jackfilled.com • email: jackfilledinc@yahoo.ca

MOTHER’S DAY

Sardari TV & Apna Virsa Apne Geet
Chandni Banquet and Convention Center
125 Chrysler Dr Brampton.

Sunday May 11-2014 12pm-6pm

Raman Walia

Baljit Malwa

Ticket
$20

Appetizers included

Special Thanks to WTOR 770

Pinky Chouhan
905-781-3631

Rana Sidhu
905-915-8484
IIFA AWARDS 2014

You can listen to the headlines anywhere. But we bring you the story behind the headlines.

from 10:00 AM to 12 Noon (Monday to Friday)

WITH YOUR FAVORITE HOST

YUDHVIR JASWAL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 647-272-8182
LONG DISTANCE NUMBER: 213-493-0202
(to listen on your phone)

SOUTHASIAN DAILY.COM

where south asians meets daily
IPL 2014 TEAMS AND PLAYERS

MUMBAI INDIANS

INDIANS: Rohit Sharma (capt), Ambati Rayudu, Harbhajan Singh, Pragyan Ojha, Zaheer Khan, Aditya Tare, Jasprit Bumrah, Jalaj Saxena, CM Gautam, Apoorv Wankhade, Pawan Suyal, Sushant Marathe, Shreyas Gopal.

INTERNATIONAL: Lasith Malinga, Kieron Pollard, Michael Hussey, Corey Anderson, Josh Hazlewood, Marchant De Lange, Krishmar Santokie, Ben Dunk.

CHENNAI SUPER KINGS


RAJASTHAN ROYALS


International: Shane Watson (capt), James Faulkner, Brad Hodge, Steve Smith, Tim Southee, Kane Richardson, Ben Cutting, Kevon Cooper.

KOLKATA KNIGHT RIDERS

INDIANS: Gautam Gambir (capt), Robin Uthappa, Sunil Narine, Rajat Bhatia, Dinesh Karthik, Murali Vijay, Mohammed Shami, Manoj Tiwary, Jaidev Unadkat, Kuldeep Yadav, Debabrata Das, Sayan Mondal.


DELHI DAREDEVILS


ROYAL CHALLENGERS BANGALORE

INDIANS: Virat Kohli (capt), Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Parthiv Patel, R Vinay Kumar, Murali Kartik, Mayank Agarwal, Parthiv Patel, Virendra Sehwag, Rishabh Pant.

SUNRISERS HYDERABAD


KINGS XI PUNJAB


KOLKATA KNIGHT RIDERS

INDIANS: Gautam Gambir (capt), Robin Uthappa, Sunil Narine, Rajat Bhatia, Dinesh Karthik, Murali Vijay, Mohammed Shami, Manoj Tiwary, Jaidev Unadkat, Kuldeep Yadav, Debabrata Das, Sayan Mondal.

Batting worries loom for Knight Riders

Marvan Atapattu has been named Sri Lanka's interim head coach, following the resignation of Trevor Bayliss, the Caribbean-born coach who led the side to the World Cup final last year. The move comes after an inquiry was ordered into allegations of match-fixing, but Atapattu said he had not been informed of any wrongdoing.

Sriwanas's ICC presence to be challenged

The Cricket Association of Bihar, the plaintiff in the IPL case before the Supreme Court, has taken up the matter of Sriwanas representing BCCI at the ICC. This move is to stop Srinivasan from being involved in the upcoming ICC matches.

Atapattu has been appointed interim head coach of Sri Lanka Cricket after Trevor Bayliss stepped down. He has said the move is just a transition to a permanent appointment. Sriwanas was appointed by the BCCI and is a member of the Cricket Committee of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI).

The move comes as the BCCI is preparing for the upcoming ICC World Cup and the T20 World Cup, where Sriwanas is expected to play a significant role. The BCCI has already appointed Srinivasan as an advisor for the two tournaments.

Atapattu, who was interim head coach of Sri Lanka Cricket between 2017 and 2019, said he was aware of the controversy surrounding Srinivasan and had no personal relationship with the former BCCI chief.

Srinivasan has been a fixture in the cricket world for many years, having served as the BCCI president and later as the head of the Cricket Committee of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI).

He was also a member of the ICC's match referee panel, and has been involved in various high-profile cases, including the 2013 IPL spot-fixing scandal. Srinivasan has been accused of corruption, but has always denied the charges.

Atapattu said he was confident that he could lead Sri Lanka to success in the upcoming tournaments.
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Seeing is Believing!

Asking $1,279,000

MLS # W2865146
48 Viewmount Crescent, Brampton L6Z 4P4
Mayfield Rd & Hurontario St
4243 sq. feet!
Lot Size: 60X191
Backs Onto Ravine & Humber RIVER.
Walk Out Basement

An Immaculate & Stunning Brand New Executive Home That Has Been Totally Customized Inside. This Home Is Situated On One Of The Largest Lots In Crown Manor. Please Note That The Great Room Has Been Extended To Increase The Sq. Footage To 4243. 10 Ft. Ceilings On Main Floor. This Home Is Situated Near Herb Campbell French Immersion & Mayfield Secondary School. Conveniently Located W/Easy Access To Highway 410. Lot Backs Onto Ravine & Humber RIVER. W/O Basement